BNBGOLD WHITEPAPER

INTRODUCTION:
Cryptocurrencies have exploded into a trillion-dollar industry today, sparking a
wave of worldwide financial disruption.
Short for decentralized finance, DeFi is an umbrella term for a variety of
applications and projects in the public blockchain space geared toward disrupting
the traditional finance world. Inspired by blockchain technology, DeFi is referred
to as financial applications built on blockchain technologies, typically using smart
contracts. Smart contracts are automated enforceable agreements that do not
need intermediaries to execute and can be accessed by anyone with an internet
connection.

DeFi consists of applications and peer-to-peer protocols developed on
decentralized blockchain networks that require no access rights for easy lending,
borrowing, or trading of financial tools. Most DeFi applications today are built
using the Ethereum network, but many alternative public networks are emerging
that deliver superior speed, scalability, security, and lower costs.

BNBGOLD:
$BNBGOLD, the governance token for BNBGOLD Ecosystem, is a token used by its
holders to Stake and earn BNB, Holders will be rewarded with BNB and other
token which will include $CAKE, $DOT, $LINK.
$BNBGOLD will be used to purchase and also earn NFTs in our upcoming NFT
Marketplace.
And will be the mainstream Token in Our BNBGOLD Gaming Ecosystem , where
different players all over the world can compete and contest to earn $BNBGOLD
token and BNB.

BNBGold is the native token for the hybrid Gaming, DeFi – NFT ecosystem. BNB
Gold will be evenly distributed in accordance with activities done with the token.
Our users can earn $BNBGOLD by staking in the provided liquidity pool, fees from
every NFT purchase will be distributed across the entire ecosystem, artists using
the platform will receive a 2% interest on every sale. Weekly and monthly events
will be held to award our top liquidity providers and most NFT sales, during these
events, 3 of our community members which will be randomly picked will be
rewarded with a unique secret-rare artifact. This will be the beginning of the BNB
Gold NFT museum.
As the BSC network keeps blooming, we will to bring more utility for BNBGOLD.

About BNBGOLD
BNBGOLD is a project built on the Binance Smart Chain Network. BNBGOLD brings
together DEFI, NFT and Blockchain Gaming all in one piece. This will be ultimately
achieved by the seamless integration of Defi staking and lending protocols
alongside blockchain gaming DApps. The birth of this project was due to the
increased adoption of artifacts on the BSC network, this will help generate big

financial growth opportunities for our beloved community. This project will
heavily thrive given the launch of the Binance NFT marketplace which is beyond
awesome.

DEFI INTEGRATION.

BNBGOLD can be staked and locked up in our BNBGOLD Vaults to
earn rewards, rewards which will include BNB , BNBGOLD and also other tokens
like Polkadot and Link. The theory of BNBGOLD farming as an aggregate called
liquidity mining which has been developed from the decentralized financial
sector. Of which, is generally a personal staking can earn tokens in return for their
participation in the DeFi application.
BNBGOLD staking is the method of energetically contributing in the
confirmation of transactions on the blockchain with a Proof of Stake (PoS)
mechanism, anyone with the lowest balance expected to stake a particular
cryptocurrency can also confirm transactions on the block chain and earn reward
for this process.The user assets reserved in a system that enables the staking
operation for a specific duration of time and during the storage operation you can
earn incomes for a specific duration of time. This process rewards users that have
a quantity of assets in the network and play a role in the network strength. The

locking of crypto assets or currency will provide to conforming all the hopes of the
stakeholders in the network and keeps it growing.

GAMING:
Vision: To become the go-to blockchain gaming ecosystem for contests
and competitions on games of skill via decentralized, non-custodial smart
contracts in both proprietary first-party titles as well as external thirdparty
developer titles, including but not limited to an Open dApp Store
and integration with gaming studios.
Mission: To provide a decentralized non-custodial environment where
gamers worldwide can compete on games of skill with no middlemen or
thirdparty intermediaries necessary to facilitate contest winnings or payouts.

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
BNBGOLD Gameplay exists to make it easy and fun for anyone to engage in a
games of skill competitions
with a third-party in a trustless environment.
Competing on video games and other events should be simple and easy. One
should not
have to worry whether the other party will pay when a contest ends and
potentially engage in
fraudulent or deceptive behavior by not following through with the transaction.
This is why BNBGOLD gameplay has created an entirely decentralized suite of
smart contracts
completely focused on video games, competitions and games of skill.
All of our Phase 1 products will be fully BEP-20 and Binance Smart chain
compatible. We will be fully
launching in Phase 1 with three live customized gaming smart contracts, and the
release of our
first NFT token.
BNBGOLD Gameplay debuts an industry first with our SmartContests™ gaming
contracts. Our smart
contract-based competitions on games of skill will allow for non-custodial, secure,
decentralized
Web3 based blockchain gaming with no middleman or centralized entity to
determine game
outcome or payments.

SMARTSTAKING™:BNBGOLD Gameplay is committed to giving back to the community and enabling
them to EARN on ALL
GAMES played on the Binance Smart Chain network! Our SmartStaking™ Gaming
Contract rewards all stakers
on the network with 15% of the fees taken in on EACH game played on the
Binance Smart Chain network. Just
lock your BNBGold in our staking smart contract, and earn passively while you and
other players
engage in battles on the Binance Smart Chain network. This is not a revenue share
with Chain Games or
any other company. The fees split originate and circulate between independent,
non-affiliated
users of the network, and will reflect not the efforts of the company, but the
popularity of the
smart contract.

Launching in Phase 2 is the much anticipated BNBGold NFT and Gaming
marketplace! The bnbgameplay dApp Game store
will allow for any third-party developer and gaming houses to publish their games
they have
integrated with our SDK, API and SmartContests™ contracts. All new games will be
vetted and
voted upon by the community for inclusion in the store enabling governancebased decisions.

BUY-BACK
Bi-Weekly Buy-Back strategy is the method of establishing the price and
percentage of RBNB Token in circulation. We will continue this strategy until we
have bought back and burnt more than half of our initial supply. This gives rise to
each asset and has the ability for financial development for investors.

Tokenomics
Token Information
● Token Name: BNBGOLD
● Token Symbol: BNB GOLD
● Token Decimals: 18
● Token Address:0xC836DCC9c880D4558C301e6d439db1B1DCaF7F3
● Token Supply: 100,000,000,000 BNB GOLD
● Network: BEP-20
● Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain(BSC)
● Explorer:
https://bscscan.com/token/0xC836DCC9c880D4558C301e6d439db1B1DCaF7F3
● Sale Price: 0.01BNB = 30,000 BNB GOLD
● Minimum Buy: 0.01BNB
● Maximum Buy: 15BNB

AIRDROP AND BOUNTY PROGRAM

For Airdrop
● Airdrop token allocation: 3% of supply
● Airdrop distributions Date: To be announced
● Airdrop reward: 700 BNB GOLD tokens
● Referral reward: 700 BNB GOLD tokens + BNB for each referral

For Bounty
● Bounty token allocation: 2% of the total supply
● Youtube bounty: Create Videos and upload on Youtube channel minimum is
10k subscribers and 100 Likes with a reward of 3000 BNB GOLD Token per video
● Telegram bounty: Post on Telegram channel minimum is 40k subscriber and
20k viewers with a reward of 3000 BNB GOLD token per channel.

